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Abstract: Humans and fire form a coupled and co-evolving natural-human system in
Mediterranean-climate ecosystems. In this context, recent trends in landscape change, such as
urban sprawl or the abandoning of agricultural and forest land management in line with new models
of economic development and lifestyles, are leading to new fire scenarios. A fire scenario refers to
the contextual factors of a fire regime, i.e., the environmental, socio-economic and policy drivers
of wildfire initiation and propagation on different spatial and temporal scales. This is basically
a landscape concept linking territorial dynamics (related to ecosystem evolution and settlement
patterns) with a fire regime (ignition causes; spread patterns; fire frequency, severity, extent and
seasonality). The aim of this article is to identify and characterize these land-based fire scenarios in
Spain on a national and regional scale, using a GIS-based methodology to perform a spatial analysis
of the area attributes of homogenous fire spread patterns. To do this, the main variables considered
are: land use/land cover, fuel load and recent fire history. The final objective is to reduce territorial
vulnerability to forest wildfires and facilitate the adaptation of fire policies and land management
systems to current challenges of preparedness and uncertainty management.

Keywords: wildfire risk; landscape character assessment; landscape units; land management;
territorial dynamics; Spain; Mallorca

1. Introduction

Forested and non-forested lands around the world, especially in Mediterranean-climate regions,
tend to be highly fire-prone and ecologically diverse, with fire playing an important role in ecosystem
structure and function [1,2]. Many of these regions also support large human populations, and thus
fire hazard and risk management have become central concerns [3], particularly given the projections
of increased fire activity with global climate change and ongoing land use change [4]. Alteration of fire
regimes in Mediterranean-climate ecosystems poses substantial threats to ecosystems and settlements,
but fire management may not be implemented by the same agencies as land management and asset
protection. Thus, conflicts may emerge in management objectives and outcomes, with both people
and ecosystems at stake. In fact, humans and fire represent a coupled and co-evolving natural-human
system in Mediterranean-climate ecosystems [5–7], and the resilience or sustainability of both requires
them to be considered jointly. Given that the behavior of one system has an impact on the behavior of
the other, the goal is to identify how and where action can be taken for their mutual benefit in this era
of global change. Fire scenarios are a potential approach to achieving balanced fire hazard reduction
and land management by assessing the interactions of fire and people [8].
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The concept of a fire scenario is useful when confronted with the need to coexist with fire [6,9–11]
and entails understanding societal discourses and risk constructs at the landscape scale [12]. Fire
scenarios were first defined by the technical unit of the Forest Action Support Group (Grup de
Recolzament d’Actuacions Forestals—Unitat Técnica, GRAF-UT, Catalonia, Spain), from a territorial
perspective, to identify a ‘problem fire’ and to engage in appropriate planning. Fire scenarios were
defined as areas of homogenous fire spread patterns [10,13]. This concept derives from earlier terms
such as ‘fire environment’, defined as the conditions and modifying forces controlling fire behavior [14].
Recently, the term ‘landscape management scenario’ has also been used to assess the relationship
between fuel treatment, wildfire risk and wildlife management [15].

In contrast to this context-specific, location-based approach to fire scenarios [16–18], there is
also a time-based modeling approach that simulates fire scenarios in relation to alternative temporal
pathways for future predictions of wildfire risk [7,19]. In fact, fire scenario is a term with different
meanings which is in widespread use in fire ecology and fire management literature. We emphasize
a location-based definition of fire scenarios which refers to the dynamic relationship between fire
behavior, biological issues (forest ecosystems, plant communities) and socio-economic aspects (land use,
land management policies) at a landscape scale. Therefore, it is an integrative concept including
bio-geophysical and social structures and processes, providing a large scale perspective suitable for
managing ecosystems and mitigating risks to human communities [6,20–24].

The main aim of this article is to identify and characterize fire scenarios in Spain for fire risk
assessment. In contrast to other fire risk assessment systems, which provide a spatial evaluation of
the most relevant components associated with fire occurrence [25–27], our proposal seeks to define,
delimit and characterize homogeneous spatial units in terms of fire risk. Taking recent trends in
landscape change into account, a conceptual and methodological framework has been defined for
territorial zoning and characterization according to fire behavior. The main variables considered
are land use/land cover, fuel types and recent fire history [28,29]. The result is the mapping and
characterization of 56 existing fire scenarios at a national scale, and the proposal and testing of a
methodology to determine fire scenarios at a regional scale. The national fire scenarios are based on
the structural characteristics most relevant to fire behavior (with reference to the forest ecosystem and
settlement system). They make it possible to define the main principles and actions for prevention and
extinction. The regional scenarios, defined in greater detail, introduce a qualitative assessment of the
foreseeable landscape dynamics (processes of agricultural abandonment, scattered urban development)
and their incidence on wildfire propagation conditions and the circumstances leading to an emergency.
The spatial demarcations of these planning units for a fire regime, at both a national and regional
level, enable the implementation of standard wildfire protection management in the various scenarios
envisaged. This facilitates adaptation and improves the efficiency of the wildfire defense units,
reducing territorial vulnerability to forest wildfires through land management measures.

2. Materials and Methods

GIS is an essential tool for quantitative and qualitative analysis of land use and territorial dynamics
that define fire scenarios [29]. Fire scenarios have been identified and characterized using a GIS-based
methodology to perform a spatial analysis of the area attributes of homogenous fire spread patterns on
various scales [30]. Cluster analysis techniques have also been used [31] to define exploratory groups
of units as the basis of the territorial diagnosis map which allows fire scenarios to be identified at
several scales.

2.1. National Scale

The definition of scenarios on a national scale aims to establish the spatial differentiation of
territorial structural characteristics in relation to wildfire risk. From a methodological viewpoint,
two issues are analyzed: (i) the variables considered in the characterization mentioned above; and
(ii) the spatial unit chosen to assess the distribution of variables.
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The elements considered are:

(1) Settlements: Whether there is high or low population is a factor of maximum importance when
configuring fire scenarios, as human lives are the top priority for protection in a fire. The
information source used in this article is the settlement map (Mapa de Poblamientos) produced by
TRAGSATEC from the coverage in Usos del Sistema de Información Geográfica de Parcelas Agrícolas
(SIGPAC, 2005), which has been completed with information from the forest map of Spain
(Mapa Forestal de España 1:50,000 (MFE50, 2007), both produced by the Spanish Ministry of the
Environment (Ministerio de Medio Ambiente y Medio Rural y Marino). By contrasting the data from
these two sources using GIS, 9 population/settlement types were obtained depending on type,
density and territorial environment (agricultural, forest) (Table 1).

Table 1. Settlement types.

Settlement Types Description

Urban environment Urban areas of more than 50 ha

Settlement in forest area

Urban nuclei of 1–50 ha or more than 5 urban nuclei
of under 1 ha in a 25 m buffer zone. More than 30% of
the surrounding surface area (forest and agricultural)

in a 1 m buffer zone is forest.

Settlement in agricultural area

Urban nuclei of 1–50 ha, or more than 5 urban nuclei
of under 1 ha in a 25 m buffer zone. Less than 30% of
the surrounding surface area (forest and agricultural)

is forest in a 1 m buffer zone.

Scattered buildings in forest area
3–5 urban nuclei of under 1 ha in a 100 m buffer zone.

More than 30% of the surrounding surface area
(forest and agricultural) in a 1 m buffer zone is forest.

Scattered buildings in agricultural area
3–5 urban nuclei of under 1 ha in a 100 m buffer zone.

Less than 30% of the surrounding surface area
(forest and agricultural) in a 1 m buffer zone is forest.

Isolated buildings in forest area
1 or 2 urban nuclei of less than 1 ha in a 100 buffer

zone. More than 30% of the surrounding surface area
(forest and agricultural) in a 1 m buffer zone, is forest.

Isolated buildings in agricultural area
1 or 2 urban nuclei under 1 ha in a 100 m buffer zone.
Less than 30% of the surrounding surface area (forest

and agricultural) in a 1 m buffer zone is forest.

Unpopulated forest area Forest area with no urban settlements.

Unpopulated agricultural area Agricultural area with no urban settlements.

(2) Forest ecosystem propagation hazard: defined as the intrinsic propensity of a forest system to
propagate fire and become a wildfire. It is estimated from (i) the fuel and forest vegetation
model (determined by the degree of combustibility and flammability) and (ii) the physiography
(slope dependent and interpreted through topography).The fuel and forest vegetation model
established by Rothermel [32] is used. It has been adapted to Spanish forest systems by the
Dirección General de Medio Natural y Política Forestal (MMAMRM), and includes 13 types of fuel
models. Models 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 have been defined as “low combustibility”, and models
1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 as “medium or high combustibility”. On the other hand, the results of the
trials carried out in the INIA laboratory to classify plant species flammability have been used
to determine which species display high flammability throughout the year or only in summer,
which species display moderate or low flammability, and the remaining species [33]. These
two variables (combustibility and flammability) are then used to assess the fuel hazard using a
decision matrix (Table 2).
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Table 2. Decision matrix for fuel hazard assessment.

Fuel Hazard
Combustibility

Low Combustibility Medium and High Combustibility

Flammability Low flammability PC1 1 PC2 2

High flammability PC2 PC2
1PC1: low risk fuel, characterized by low flammability and combustibility; 2 PC2: medium and high risk fuel,
characterized by high combustibility and flammability.

On the other hand, three slope intervals are used to assess the propagation hazard depending on
physiography (Table 3).

Table 3. Risk associated with slope intervals.

Physiographic Hazard Slope Range

Low ≤15%
Moderate 16%–29%

High ≥30%

Combining these two risk factors (fuel hazard and topography) yields the decision matrix to
assess the potential propagation capacity of the physical medium (Table 4).

Table 4. Decision matrix for assessing the intrinsic propensity of a forest system for fire propagation.

Slope
Fuel Hazard

Low Medium/High

Low Low Medium
Moderate Low High

High Medium High

The matrix resulting from the relationship between settlement types (Table 1) and forest ecosystem
propagation hazard (Table 4) produces 54 situations of wildfire hazard, with a characteristic highly
fragmented spatial pattern. The need to define spatial entities large enough to encompass homogenous
areas suited to land management and to combat wildfires meant that it was necessary to contrast the
defined situations using landscape character assessment [34]. Fire behavior is largely dependent on the
landscape pattern. Thus, it is appropriate to use landscape character assessment methods developed
on an intermediate scale.

Landscape units thus defined allow for the expression, on a specific scale, of landscape diversity
deriving from a particular physiognomy, reflecting the differentiated and differentiable morphological,
functional, and visual organization of spatial elements. This is based on the hypothesis that the
morphological and functional organization of spatial elements should coincide with differentiated
fire regimes. In this case, the atlas of Spanish landscapes (Atlas de los paisajes de España) [35], which
uses a simplified version of the methodology established by the Countryside Agency, was used to
identify and characterize landscape units in Spain. This spatial level of disaggregation is considered
to be the most suitable considering the management goals set for the different fire scenarios. Thus,
the 54 wildfire hazard situations were contrasted with the landscape units defined in the atlas.

Previously, and according to the level of disaggregation on a national scale, the wildfire hazard
situations were simplified and reduced to just 11: artificial surfaces, settlements in agricultural
areas, settlements in forest areas, scattered buildings in agricultural areas, scattered buildings in
forest areas, isolated buildings in agricultural areas, isolated buildings in forest areas, cropland,
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wildland (high propagation capacity), wildland (medium propagation capacity), and wildland
(low propagation capacity).

Overlaying the 11 simplified wildfire hazard situations on the landscape unit maps in the atlas of
Spanish landscapes confirmed that there is a direct relationship between both maps (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Example overlay of hazard situations on wildfire hazard and landscape characterization
(Valencia region).

For each landscape unit, each of the 11 simplified wildfire hazard situations was examined, and
a cluster analysis was used to group the landscape units with a similar surface distribution, thus
obtaining 9 geo-spatial units with a compact spatial pattern (Figure 2):

1. Predominantly agricultural areas with scarce forest presence. Habitats: large, concentrated nuclei.
(Countryside, meadows, plains, corridors and intramontane lowlands).

2. Predominantly forested areas with high/medium propagation capacity and low agricultural
presence, scarcely populated. (Mountain massifs and ranges, south-western peneplains).

3. Predominantly forested areas with medium propagation capacity and scarce population
(Peneplains and piedmont with dehesa pastureland).

4. Agroforest mosaic. Moderate propagation capacity and low population (Sierras and high lands,
peneplain environments).

5. Agroforest mosaic. High propagation capacity and densely populated (Southern sierras,
Cantabrian rias and coastal areas).

6. Predominantly forested areas with high/medium propagation capacity and minimum
agricultural presence and population. (Sierras and mountain massifs).

7. Forested sierras with low/medium propagation capacity.
8. Predominantly urban areas.
9. Marshland.

To define the various fire scenarios at the national level, the different territorial situations in
terms of wildfire hazard were analyzed for each natural region mapped by Martínez de Pisón &
Molina Holgado [36]. From this new grouping based on similarity, the definitive national fire scenarios
were obtained.
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Figure 2. Spatial distribution of the 9 groups with similar distribution of wildfire hazard in
peninsular Spain.

2.2. Regional Scale

The identification of regional fire scenarios starts with the demarcation of physically homogeneous
spatial areas. These areas can be linked to different contexts or stages in territorial developments in
terms of vegetation and land uses (wildfire generation) (Table 5). The concept of wildfire generation
therefore stems from a model of fire behavior that shows the progression towards the predominance of
large wildland fires (LWFs). The increasing importance of high intensity LWFs that overwhelm fire
suppression capabilities is a result of the variations in fuel build-up within a territorial and temporal
context. In each case, the characterization of the fire scenarios using the concept of wildfire generation
must necessarily adapt to the regional context but always shares common characteristics.

The defined methodology for identifying regional fire scenarios is based on being able to assign
each analysis unit (drainage basin with average area of 4.5 km2) to a specific stage of landscape change
according to the defined model (wildland fire generations). The advantage of drainage basins is
that they can be aggregated in homogeneous areas, as required by the multi-scale approach (they
are suitable for both larger and smaller scales), and where necessary they allow situations to be
differentiated internally within the forests defined for management. The spatial analysis on a drainage
basin scale, used to determine how territories evolve towards the LWF stage, is based on selecting the
attributes and data that express the corresponding landscape change (Table 6).
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Table 5. Classification of wildfire generation [13,37].

Wildfire Generation Fuel Wildfire Characteristics Territorial and Temporal Context Action

1st wildfire generation Continuity of forest mass, low
fuel load (grassland, meadows).

Long perimeters and high
propagation speed.

Started in the late 1950–1960s,
related to abandoned farmland.

Local response: increased accessibility to the land;
linear prevention infrastructure (firebreaks).

2nd wildfire generation Continuity of forest mass and
increased fuel load (scrubland).

High intensity and high
propagation speed; start of

secondary ignition sites.

Started in the late 1970–1980s due
to abandoning of farmland and
traditional forest management.

Reduced access time (tracks, quick detection,
forceful attack, water spots).

3rd wildfire generation Homogeneous forests with high
densities and vertical continuity.

Crown fires that overwhelm the
tactical intervention capacity;
multiple secondary ignition

sites (advances jumping long
distances). Large wildfires,

more than 20,000 to 30,000 ha.

Prolonged lack of forest
management (30–50 years);
extinction of all low- and

middle-intensity wildfires.

Extinction task forces admit their limits. Use of
all extinction techniques. Strategic response:

promotion of forest management and prescribed
burnings; promotion of self-protection in estates;

advance of opportunities (confinement and
deceleration); more dynamic and

flexible decision-making.

4th wildfire generation Same as 3rd + estates with
propagation capacity.

Same as 3rd (LWFs) + creation
of multiple emergencies

(in wildland-urban
interfaces (WUI).

Same as 3rd + increase of scattered
estates in forest land.

Same as 3rd + differentiation between strategic
and tactical levels; decision making at lower levels.

5th wildfire generation Same as 4th. Same as 4th + simultaneity. Same as 4th. Same as 4th.
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Table 6. Attribute and data selection for determining the stage of wildfire generations.

Defining Elements Intervening Factors Sources of Information

Propagation capacity Fuel load and continuity
Slope

Cartography of fuel models (Forest Map)
Digital Terrain Model (DTM)

Wildfire characteristics Intensity, propagation speed, simultaneity
Burned area

Wildfire database
Wildfire perimeters

Territorial context
Agricultural abandonment

Intensity of forest management
Presence of wildland-urban interface (WUI)

Crops and land use map
National Forest Inventory

Settlement Map (TRAGSATEC)

The selection of attributes therefore depends on the character and dynamics of the landscape,
both in the past and foreseeable future. Identifying the territorial uses and dynamics related to wildfire
generations (level of agricultural abandonment, existence or absence of forest management, spatial
arrangement of housing) is carried out in the following stages:

1 Territorial context for vegetation (forest dynamics and agricultural abandonment dynamics):
The variables used (proportion of forest, agricultural and non-productive land; proportion of
abandoned farmland between 1990 and 2009) are grouped into 6 classes using a cluster analysis for
land cover and dynamics. The intensity of agricultural abandonment compared with cultivated
land is the main criterion differentiating situations corresponding to the 1st and 2nd generations.

2 Interface between forest land and urban area: similarly, the drainage basins belonging to the
4th wildfire generation are identified by the land cover variables (% of urban area, % of dense
forest land).

3 Forest management: Calculated for each forest type (average values for each landscape unit).

Finally, the demarcation of regional scenarios is carried out through interpretation of the territorial
diagnosis and land occupation maps, grouping the drainage basins into homogeneous spatial areas
from the viewpoint of wildfire propagation (Figure 3).
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3. Results

3.1. Conceptual and Theoretical Foundation of Fire Scenarios

Fire scenarios are the result of territorial dynamics that are driven by fire propagation patterns
and ignition patterns. They therefore display spatial and integrating characteristics that are linked to
the interaction between two complex, dynamic phenomena: landscape and fire.

The origin of this concept is tied to the challenge posed by LWFs that overwhelm the available
suppression efforts. Evidence of the limitations of current fire suppression systems to deal with fire
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risk in high hazard areas and under extreme weather conditions emphasized the need to change fire
management strategies by focusing on fire spread patterns and the acquired knowledge of fire behavior
on a landscape scale [38,39]. The new concept of fire scenarios is part of a shift in fire suppression
strategies that have moved from total indiscriminate attack to confining tactics based on anticipating
fire behavior and taking advantage of any opportunity when the fire is vulnerable. Fire scenarios were
first used on a landscape scale in the early 21st century in Catalonia (Spain), by identifying the strategic
management points (SMP) where fire defense infrastructures and fuel management actions should
be implemented to achieve greater effectiveness against LWFs [30,37]. Fire scenarios are therefore a
timely concept in the context of new wildland fire types (convective and eruptive fires) and the need
to understand new fire behavior patterns [13,40].

Currently, the “LWF generations” theory [30] is the theoretical basis for addressing the drivers of
fire propagation patterns, which are evolving towards more rapid and intense wildfires. This refers to
the interaction of landscape, land use, prevention/suppression systems and types of wildland fires,
defining different spatial patterns in fuel structure, fire behavior and territorial vulnerability to fire
hazard. The LWF generations theory explains changes in fuel and fire behavior linked to land use
changes, abandoning land management, and urban development. Those drivers are changing the
relative importance of grass and woody fuels, as well as vertical and horizontal fuel continuity (Table 7).
As a result, some regions are seeing a change from low-intensity surface fires to high-intensity crown
fires, while others are evolving towards a convective fire type-model. With this comes the definition of
different fire scenarios, requiring different management action and fire defense strategies.

Table 7. Drivers of fire propagation patterns.

Driving Forces Trends and Fire Behavior Effects

Ecosystem transition (from
grass-fueled to woody-fueled fires)

In non-forested landscapes:
Expansion of grass-dominated ecosystems, as a result of agricultural

abandonment (higher fire spread: 1st generation of wildland fires)
Increase in understory fuels in open forests, as a result of grazing abandonment

(higher fire intensity: 2nd generation of wildland fires)
In forested landscapes:

Increase of shrubland (regeneration of natural vegetation) and development of
complex forest ecosystems: increase of fuel load and vertical continuity, as a

result of land management abandonment (convective fire-type: 3rd generation)

Increase of landscape
fuel connectivity

Homogenous surfaces of the same fuel model after traditional landscape
mosaic disappears (larger fire perimeters: 1st generation).

Urban sprawl

Development of WUI (higher fuel complexity: 4th generation
Large and complex urban regions characterized as high risk areas with

extremely rapid, virulent fire behavior (simultaneous large wildfires;
megafires; 5th generation)

On the other hand, the territorial drivers of ignition pattern evolution are related to fire use
practices, population growth and lifestyle. The model explaining fire regime changes in line with
socio-economic processes shows an evolution from (1) frequent use of fire for land management
(i.e., pre-industrial rural societies) to (2) reduction of fire activity (i.e., depopulation of rural areas due to
rural exodus; fire suppression policies), and (3) increase of fire ignition and fire frequency (i.e., conflicts
due to land management policies; human presence in shrubland and forests for recreational purposes;
WUI development).

Nevertheless, the driving factors of fire regime shift are not critical per se and must be spatially
and temporally contextualized [41]. For instance, increasing fire frequency and expanding spatial
patterns in southern California are strongly correlated with human population growth [42], while in
disadvantaged rural areas of Europe, the main risk factor is just the aging and declining population [2].
Likewise, an increase of biomass and landscape continuity does not necessarily entail a greater fire risk.
For example, forest management is a very effective preventive factor in pine groves in Soria (Spain).
The driving factors of fire regime change are thus both space and time dependent. Fire scenarios
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provide a land-based context for assessing and interpreting the effects of ecological and socio-economic
factors on fire behavior.

The definition of fire scenarios is a dynamic, spatial and integrative concept. On a regional
level it differentiates the scale of interaction between ecosystem characteristics and changes in land
use, according to the fire behavior and how it changes, and of increased territorial vulnerability.
The components determining fire behavior (climatic, physiographic, biological, and social) have
different weighting according to the working scale. The approach used also varies with the scale, but
always considers the interaction with the fire regime. We can summarize the main components and
spatial scales of land-type fire scenarios as follows:

1. Fuels (ecosystems; plant communities):

Fuel structure determines different fire regimes, such as surface fires and crown fires.
The assessment of fuel structure mainly considers vegetation flammability and combustibility,
the predictable evolution of combustible biomass, and its proximity to buildings and structures.
The indicators used to evaluate fuel structure differ depending on the available information and their
suitability to each of the working scales:

- National scale: the indicator used is propagation capacity, calculated as a function of flammability
and combustibility of forest ecosystems, and slope gradient.

- Regional scale: propagation capacity is evaluated in more detail, by considering forest continuity
and structure, as well as the extent of existing agricultural and unproductive land.

- Local scale: the indicators include the degree and continuity of vegetation, and its specific
composition and structure, considering in particular the existence of WUI.

2. Territorial dynamics and land-use changes:

The effects of major land-use change can be seen on a national scale, establishing a descriptive
model of the main territorial dynamics influencing the area (suburbanization, abandonment and
transformation of rural areas, wildfires) and defining its main spatial patterns. The process of WUI
expansion, for instance, is associated with counter-urbanization and the development of second home
dynamics which respond to spatial organizational models on an urban-regional scale.

To define regional scenarios, the main argument is landscape change towards a model that
favors the development of wildfires beyond suppression capacity (LWFs and/or complex fires due to
simultaneity and the presence of WUI). The level of agricultural abandonment in cropland is also an
essential criterion for demarcating areas corresponding to the 1st and 2nd generations of wildland fires.
The 3rd generation is mainly linked to fuel continuity and to whether forest management is in operation
or not. The 4th generation introduces the urbanized component in areas of high fuel continuity.

3. Settlements

The presence and extent of the population, buildings and structures are the most important
elements in the configuration of fire scenarios. Determining human occupancy is essential, in terms of
distribution patterns and the relationship with vegetation, with different factors considered at each
spatial scale:

- National scale: size and morphology of urban areas and their connection with rural areas.
- Regional scale: density of urban occupancy, as well as the proportion, continuity and density of

forested land at the interface between forest and urban areas.
- Local scale: description of WUI and their vulnerability to wildland fires.
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4. Fire history

Past fire management policies and the historical presence of fire in the land area under
consideration are fundamental for defining fire scenarios because they show the most common types
of fire and the effectiveness of different fire management systems in each ecosystem, landscape or
region [42].

At national and regional scales, it is essential to understand past and present fire regimes as
accurately as possible to determine the frequency, severity, extent and seasonality of fires, and the
ignition causes and fire behavior (surface fire, crown fire, WUI fire). Nevertheless, when analyzing
historical fires at a local scale, it is more important to determine the type of fire, because in a synoptic
situation with the same topographical and meteorological conditions, fire spreads following similar
spread schemes (topographical, wind-driven or plume-dominated fires). A certain fire type does not
necessarily imply a certain type of fire behavior, since it will depend on differences in fuel structure,
land use, or ignition points. However, the spread scheme typically remains the same. The types of
suppression opportunities also depend basically on the fire type [30].

3.2. Mapping and Characterization of National Fire Scenarios in Spain

The national scenarios are based on the most relevant structural characteristics of fire behavior (in
relation to the forest ecosystem and settlement system). One of the main outputs of this research is a
national-scale map (Figure 4) obtained by applying the methodology described. The 56 fire scenarios
identified in Spain at a national level should enable standardization of wildfire protection management
in Spain in the different spatial areas defined, setting guidelines for action in accordance with the
priorities of prevention, detection and suppression of wildfires.
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A file has been produced for each of the fire scenarios identified, summarizing information on
the landscape (location, extension and geographical description; physiography and relief; vegetation
cover; population) and the corresponding guidelines for proactive fire management including aims
and methods of prevention and detection and suppression measures.

3.3. Testing the Methodology for Identifying the Regional Fire Scenarios: Case Study—The Island of Mallorca

Defining fire scenarios at a regional level starts from the national scenarios and incorporates an
assessment of foreseeable local landscape change, following a pattern of use and management, into
the structural characterization of each area. These areas display homogeneous physical and landscape
characteristics that can be linked to a specific phase of territorial dynamics (vegetation cover and land
use) and that correspond to a particular fire generation.

Regional fire scenarios are defined on a more detailed scale (1:50,000) than national scenarios
(1:1,000,000), using drainage basin units and forest management units as the spatial references for
carrying out a qualitative assessment of the foreseeable landscape dynamics (from interpretation
of territorial diagnostic maps) and their impact on wildfire propagation conditions. In each region,
characterization of fire scenarios is carried out in accordance with the concept of fire generation
and follows common categories, adapted to the landscape structures and dynamics of each specific
regional context.

Mallorca, in the Balearic Islands, is used as a case-study. Current territorial dynamics on this
island are creating higher levels of vulnerability, associated with the frequency and severity of LWFs.
These dynamics are mainly the result of the (a) abandoning of traditional agriculture, (b) loss of
forest management capacity and (c) expansion of urban tourism developments. Different stages in
this trajectory of increasing vulnerability can be observed in several homogenous areas formed by
grouping drainage basins which display similar fire propagation patterns, with different wildfire
generations, enabling the definition of different fire scenarios (Figure 5).
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regional fire scenarios.

A descriptive and operational file has also been produced for each of the regional fire scenarios
obtained. This includes descriptive information about the main landscape dynamics of each delimited
area, and the strategies adapted to them which will facilitate pre-suppression measures to reduce local
vulnerability to fire risk.

4. Discussion

Fire scenarios, defined as spatial areas with common characteristics of ignition, propagation
and consequences of wildfires, may be demarcated on various territorial scales. In a small-scale
approach (1:1,000,000), the spatial attributes used aim to reflect the structural elements that condition
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wildfire propagation (forest land hazard, relief) and the gravity and difficulty of their extinction
(impact on populated areas). In turn, a larger-scale, regional approach (1:50,000), provides more detail
and allows a deeper perception than this initial structural characterization of the territory, including
foreseeable dynamics of land use and land cover, linked to future fire behavior. In order to establish the
correspondence between territorial dynamics and fire behavior, a model defining various evolutionary
stages of the landscape (wildfire generations) is proposed, envisaging the characteristics of wildfires
that could occur in the most risk-prone areas (LWFs).

These exercises of zoning and characterizing the territory require special spatial units to
analyze the variability of attributes previously defined as relevant to wildfires, both structurally
and dynamically. Using landscape units obtained from landscape character assessments has proved to
be most appropriate for a smaller scale approach. For a larger scale approach, drainage basins are easy
to define (using GIS and terrain models) and easy to group depending on the working scale.

The definition of scenarios at various scales is directly related to the requirements of the territorial
and wildfire policies defined by the relevant authorities at different levels. In Spain, the regional
authorities (Autonomous Communities) are normally responsible for these policies, but the central
(National) government is responsible for inter-regional coordination of wildfire protection activities.

Within this context, national scenarios correspond to central government authority and ensure
a national operational approach to the coordination of relevant activities: support for extinction
services, protocols for inter-regional cooperation, etc. The main uses and potential end-users of
these results (mapping, descriptive files and guidelines for proactive fire management) highlight
opportunities for inter-sectorial and inter-territorial coordination in the main efforts to protecta gainst
forest fires. In particular, these include: (i) establishing protocols for inter-regional cooperation in
similar scenarios; (ii) preparing nationwide plans for civil protection; (iii) theoretical and practical
training in risk management and emergencies, including training for the managers and staff of the
fire-fighting services.

Regional scenarios are more relevant in terms of direct management, given that the regional
authorities are mainly responsible for fighting wildfires. These spatial areas may be useful when
defining policies including: developing regulation and planning; regulating land use that may cause
wildfires; defining wildland-urban interfaces at risk of wildfire; organizing and coordinating extinction
provision and civil protection; and promoting programs to raise awareness.

Nevertheless, a more useful operational tool would be fire scenarios defined on a local scale from
a historical analysis of wildfires, implementing the “fire type” concept, which entails a more profound
consideration of the interaction between fire prone synoptic situations / topography/ land uses that
overwhelm suppression capacity in each area (Table 8).
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Table 8. Multi-scale, inter-sectorial approach for integsrated wildfire risk management in different territorial scenarios.

Scale Criteria for Definition of Fire Scenarios Applied to Planning: Spatial Planning
and Rural Development Policies

Applied to Planning : Wildland Fire
and Civil Protection Policies

National (1:1,000,000)

General landscape configuration
(relief and vegetation cover)

Interaction between type of vegetation
cover and settlement system.

Characterize and differentiate land areas with regard to
fires to enable different region-specific actions.

Basis for establishing land development policies
including fire risk management.

Establish homogeneous fire prevention and
extinction policies in large regional areas.

Regional (1:200,000–1:50,000)
Landscape patterns

Trends in landscape changes
Fire regime

More rational territorial model: to reduce
settlement system vulnerability from proliferation

of scattered settlements (WUI).
Link major decisions on land use to fire regimes.

Spatial basis for appropriate zoning
for forest and fire management.

Local (1:25,000)

Definition of fire types
(interaction of synoptic

situations/topography/vegetation type)
prone to develop into LWFs in each area

Risk maps: mandatory basis for detailed zoning by use.
Management strategies to reduce vulnerability

to specific hazards (damage mitigation).

Establish management requirements for
specific propagation modes.

Pre-extinction actions (defence opportunities;
reduction of propagation rate).

Mapping of suppression opportunities and priorities.
Involvement of general public in fire-related

forest management.
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5. Conclusions

Fire scenarios are a tool for integrating fire management and land use planning to reduce the
vulnerability of territories and societies [43]. This is a new concept for living with fire by building up
resilient landscapes, adapted communities and proactive policies to address problems of vulnerability.

Fire scenarios in Spain refer to distinct spatial contexts, i.e., to the stage or landscape where
different factors are at work. Therefore, the characterization of these complex fire-prone areas is
urgently needed in order to adapt fire policies and management systems to current challenges of
preparedness (recommendations and guidelines for fire hazard mitigation and protection of resources
on a landscape scale) and for governance of uncertainty (integrative and participatory management
systems for proactive efficiency in addressing community vulnerability problems and ecosystem
services goals).

This innovative approach to fire management provides arguments for adapting land use and
forestry practices to the changing fire hazard. In addition, it opens up new avenues to reduce
the vulnerability of forest ecosystems and local populations faced with LWFs by identifying fire
suppression opportunities and management priority areas.
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